Massage Treatments
Customised Full Body Massage
Massage the way you like it! Let our therapist know which areas of your body you would like (or would like
not) to be massaged on and the pressure that you prefer. Our therapists will use firm finger and palm
pressure and our signature oil to ease away all bodily tension.
30 Minutes
Rp. 90.000,60 Minutes
Rp. 150.000,90 Minutes
Rp. 210.000,120 Minutes
Rp. 270.000,Face Massage
This massage is reminiscent of the traditional Indonesia “Totok Wajah”. With facial massage proven to relax
and revitalize, this treatment will help to release any tension from your scalp and facial muscles.
15 Minutes
Rp. 45.000,Foot Massage / Reflexology
This massage focus on your feet and your lower leg. The treatment will apply gentle pressure but firm to
bring a state of relaxation for you, and rejuvenate your energy.
30 Minutes
Rp. 75.000,60 Minutes
Rp. 120.000,Signature 4 hand Massage (2 Therapists)
This treatment will give you the ultimate relaxation in a shorter period of time as it is done by 2 therapists
60 Minutes
Rp. 270.000,90 Minutes
Rp. 390.000,-

Body Treatments
Body Scrub
Our therapists will apply our 100% natural body scrub to your body, exfoliating your skin, and removing
dead skin cells. This treatment is a great add on to any of our massages.
30 Minutes
Rp. 90.000,Bathing Experience
Relax and unwind before or after your treatment in a hot, aromatherapy bath prepared for you by our
therapists
30 Minutes
Rp. 90.000,-

Facial Treatments
Mini Facial
Our Mini Facial is the perfect express facial treatment. The treatment includes steps to cleanse, tone,
moisturise and massage your skin and will finish with the application of our Lip Hydrate. This treatment is
suitable for all skin types.
30 Minutes
Rp. 90.000,Nourishing Facial
This is a relaxing treatment designed to nourish your skin with the natural and organic Sensatia Botanical
products. The treatment includes steps to cleanse, scrub, tone, moisturise and massage your skin and will
finish with the application of our Lip Hydrate. This treatment is suitable for all skin types.
60 Minutes
Rp. 150.000,Deep Cleansing Facial
This is a relaxing treatment designed to deeply cleanse your skin with the natural and organic Sensatia
Botanical products. The treatment includes steps to cleanse, scrub, tone, moisturise and massage your skin,
as well as including a mask to draw out impurities from the skin and extractions (if requested). The
treatment will finish with the application of our Lip Hydrate and is suitable for all skin types.
90 Minutes
Rp. 180.000,Microdermabrasion
The Microdermabrasion Facial is a SAARAH favourite! This facial will rejuvenate, smooth and tone your skin
with our award winning microdermabrasion machine. The facial begins with a cleanse and scrub using our
natural and organic Sensatia Botancial products. Our therapist will use our microdermabrasion machine to
treat your face and neck and will also do extractions (if requested). The treatment concludes with a relaxing
massage and application of our nourishing Lip Hydrate. Your skin will feel noticeably smoother and softer
after this amazing treatment
90 Minutes
Rp. 240.000,-

Hand & Feet Treatments
Manicure
The Manicure starts with a relaxing hand soak followed by nail filing/cutting and cuticle maintenance. You
will then be treated to a relaxing mini hand massage and your therapist will complete the treatment with
buffing.
60 Minutes
Rp. 120.000,Pedicure
The Deluxe Pedicure starts with a relaxing foot soak followed by foot rasping to remove dead/hard skin
from your feet. Your therapist will then focus on nail maintenance with nail filing/cutting and cuticle
maintenance. You will then be treated to a relaxing mini foot massage and your therapist will complete the
treatment with buffing.
60 Minutes
Rp. 120.000,Deluxe Manicure
The Manicure starts with a relaxing hand soak followed by nail filing/cutting and cuticle maintenance. You
will then be treated to a relaxing mini hand massage and your therapist will complete the treatment with
our selection of nail polishes.
75 Minutes
Rp. 165.000,Deluxe Pedicure
The Deluxe Pedicure starts with a relaxing foot soak followed by foot rasping to remove dead/hard skin
from your feet. Your therapist will then focus on nail maintenance with nail filing/cutting and cuticle
maintenance. You will then be treated to a relaxing mini foot massage and your therapist will complete the
treatment with buffing.
75 Minutes
Rp. 165.000,Signature 4 hand Mani-Pedi (2 Therapists)*
Treat yourself to both of our Mani-pedi at the same time done by 2 therapists
60 Minutes

Rp. 240.000,-

Signature 4 hand Deluxe Mani-Pedi (2 Therapists)*
Treat yourself to both of our Mani-pedi with nail polish at the same time done by 2 therapists
75 Minutes
Rp. 330.000,Hand/Feet Scrub
Our therapist will apply scrub to either your hand (including your lower arm) or feet (including lower leg) to
remove any dirt and freshened your skin.
15 Minutes
Rp. 30.000,Nail Polish Application
Our therapist will apply nail polish to either your fingers or toes after you have made your selection from
our range of nail polishes.
15 Minutes
Rp. 45.000,-

Sugaring – Waxing
Face
Upper lip
Chin
Cheeks
Forehead

Rp.
Rp.
Rp.
Rp.

Bikini
Basic Bikini
Full Brazilian

Rp. 90.000,Rp. 135.000,-

Arms
Underarms
Half Arm
Full Arm

Rp. 45.000,Rp. 60.000,Rp. 90.000,-

45.000,45.000,45.000,60.000,-

Legs
Lower Leg
Upper Leg
Full Leg

Rp. 90.000,Rp. 90.000,Rp. 150.000,-

Body
Back
Stomach

Rp. 135.000,Rp. 60.000,-

Package
Full Face
Full Body*

Rp. 180.000,Rp. 450.000,-

Due to our limited resources, treatments that require 2 Therapists need to be confirmed by the Spa Manager

Packages
Afterwork Relaxation
The After Work Relaxation package is designed to relax and unwind the body and mind after a hard day at
work. We will begin the treatment with our Mini Facial which will then be followed by our Full Body
Massage (90 min) to completely relax you. Our therapist will then apply a natural Body Scrub to draw any
remaining toxins from your skin and once dry, you can wash your cares away in the private shower.
150 Minutes
Rp. 375.000,Long Relaxation
The Long Relaxation package is designed to relax and unwind the body and mind after a hard day of
activities. We will begin the treatment with our Mini Facial which will then be followed by our Full Body
Massage (120 min) to completely relax you. Our therapist will then apply a natural Body Scrub to draw any
remaining toxins from your skin and once dry, you can wash your cares away in the private shower.
180 Minutes
Rp. 430.000,Refreshing Body
The Refreshing Body package is to ensure you are leaving the spa feeling refresh. We start the treatment
with our nourishing facial followed by our massage of 90 minutes to give you ultimate satisfaction. We
then, remove all the dead skin from your body using our natural body scrub. This is the treatment that
makes you feel like a new person.
180 Minutes
Rp. 425.000,Top to Toe Express (2 Therapists only on Deluxe Mani-Pedi)*
This package will pamper you from Top to Toe and includes a Mini Facial, Full Body Massage (90 min) and
our Signature 4 Hand Deluxe Manicure Pedicure with nail polish application. This is a perfect package for
both male and female guests who would like to be spoilt with a range of treatments.
165 Minutes
Rp. 600.000,Dream Date (2 Therapists)*
We will begin by relaxing your body with our Signature 4 Hand Massage (60 min) to relax your muscular
tension. We will then exfoliate your skin and remove any dead skin with our organic Body Scrub. Once you
enjoy and clean yourself in our private shower, we continue to make you even more beautiful with our
Signature 4 Hand Deluxe Manicure Pedicure and nail polish application to complete your dream date
package.
165 Minutes
Rp. 660.000,Long Dream (2 Therapists)*
We will begin by relaxing your body with our Signature 4 Hand Massage (90 min) to relax your muscular
tension. We will then exfoliate your skin and remove any dead skin with our organic Body Scrub. Once you
enjoy and clean yourself in our private shower, we continue to make you even more beautiful with our
Signature 4 Hand Deluxe Manicure Pedicure and nail polish application to complete your dream date
package.
195 Minutes
Rp. 780.000,Romantic Couple (4Therapists)*
We will begin by performing a mini facial, followed by relaxing your body with our Signature 4 Hand
Massage (60 min) to relax your muscular tension. We will then exfoliate your skin and remove any dead
skin with our organic Body Scrub. Once you enjoy and clean yourself in our private shower, we continue to
pamper you in the Jacuzzi together. We will then provide you with lunch, and after, to make you even more
beautiful, we polish you with our Signature 4 Hand Deluxe Manicure Pedicure. This is the package you will
remember.
270 Minutes
Rp. 1.890.000,-

All prices are nett inclusive of all applicable taxes and services charges.

